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TO IDENTIFY SPECIFIC ISSUES ASSOCIATED WITH THE SOFTWARE QA PROGRAM AND TO DEVELOP RECOMMENDATIONS FOR IMPROVING THE SOFTWARE QA PROGRAM

(WORKSHOP CHARTER)
SOFTWARE OA WORKSHOP PROCESS

- **FACILITATED MEETING**  
  Group Consensus Building  
  Formal Problem Solving

- **CURRENT STATE**  
  Statement of Problem

- **DESIRED STATE**  
  Statement of Goals

- **PROBLEM SOLVING PROCESS**  
  Find Solutions to Specific Problems

- **TRANSITION PLAN**  
  Set Strategy for Remaining Problems

- **INTEGRATION**  
  Combine Problem Solutions

- **ACTION RECOMMENDATIONS**

**Emphasis on Positive Approach, Open Communication, Constructive Discussion, RESULTS**
PROBLEM STATEMENT

Poor identification and definition of valid requirements has led to a pervasive lack of common understanding of SOA requirements and their need and application among NRC, DOE and participants. (What are the requirements? Why are they needed? To whom do they apply? When are they required?)

GOAL STATEMENT

DOE and participants identify a common set of precisely defined SOA requirements that will:

- Produce deliverables that will withstand the rigors of the licensing process.
- Be acceptable to the users by allowing flexibility and avoiding unnecessary controls.
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RESULTS OF PROBLEM SOLVING PROCESS

82 SPECIFIC SOFTWARE QUALITY-RELATED CONCERNS IDENTIFIED BY THE WORKSHOP TEAM MEMBERS

As a result of solving the 3 most important problems, 69 of the 82 concerns were addressed.

A number of the 13 remaining concerns were implicitly covered during the process of addressing the 3 major problems.

All of the 13 concerns will be tracked as part of the follow-on process.
QA SOFTWARE WORKSHOP CREDO

"Establish an interactive and dynamic process among Scientists, Engineers, Regulators, QA staff, and Managers to develop requirements and then implementing procedures, with emphasis on understanding, need, and end use; then let the Program have a chance to work."
PROBLEM STATEMENTS

• The current requirements are ambiguous, lack a basis for need, and are poorly understood.

• Software QA requirements must include a software classification scheme based on the nature, importance and intended application and must be commensurate with impact on quality.

• Requirements focus on documentation of all phases/cycles of software development, not on testing/validation. Emphasis needed on the quality of software required for licensing and not paper trail.
MAJOR RECOMMENDATION

Establish a standing Software Advisory Group to identify the optimum Software QA requirements for licensing:

- Examine current regulations, DOE Orders, Industry Standards, NRC guidance, etc.
- Consult with outside experts
- Emphasize accepted scientific practices
- Standardize definitions and software classifications
- Use software classifications to provide flexibility in the application of Software QA controls
- Provide long-term focus on interpretation of requirements and resolution of software issues
SHORT-TERM RECOMMENDATIONS
AND RELATED ISSUES

SHORT-TERM RECOMMENDATIONS
• Evaluate Section 19 of QARD to clarify requirements and identify specific concerns for resolution
• Initiate collection of information for Software Advisory Group

RELATED ISSUES
• Incorporate Software QA into licensing workshops
• Grading process being revised by Project QA
  - Application of QA Grading controls specific to software use
ACTION PLAN PROGRESS

• Written Request to Include Software as Part of Planning for Licensing Workshops (February 11, 1991)

• Draft Charter for Software Advisory Group Completed (March 1, 1991)

• Software Advisory Group to Meet March 28, 1991

• Complete Compilation of Reference Information (e.g. Industry Practices, SQAPs, etc.) to Support Software Advisory Group (Expected March 28, 1991)

• Workshop on Grading Process to Include Software Workshop Participants (April 2-3, 1991)

• Complete Evaluation of Proposed Changes to Participant Software Plans/Procedures Resulting from Workshop (Expected April 4, 1991)
SUMMARY OF
SOFTWARE QA WORKSHOPS

• Synergistic environment
• Focus on short-term improvements
• Establish a Software Advisory Group
• Identify and define optimum requirements
• Process will remain interactive with all participants
• Implement a Software QA Program that meets requirements—Regulatory and Technical